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IV HUMAN RIGHTS

JUDITH TORNEY-PURTA

The assurance of human rights and the construction
of peace are tasks that go hand in hand....A peace
based on inequality, domination, and exploitation,
even if it could be maintained by compulsion, would
be peace in name only .1

That quotation, from UNESCO's Medium Term Plan for 1977-1982 states

clearly the compelling reason for including materials for teaching human

rights in this source book. UNESCO is unique among the organizations in

the UN system because it is entrusted with the task of educating current

and future generations to forge a more just world in which human rights

are more widely respected. When speaking concretely about human rights

education the Medium Term Plan stresses the variety of levels at which

the problem of educational change must be addressed -- developing

methods which are not limited to transmitting information; creating a

more open communication between student and teacher; changing curricula.

The problem to be addressed in this handbook is an especially basic one

-- what teachers can do in their classrooms to begin human rights

education with their pupils.

In 1974, when the Recommendation was being shaped, the decision to

include human rights represented an attempt to enhance the concrete

content of aims such as international understanding, which otherwise

seemed rather vague. By including human rights and fundamental freedoms

as eLsential elements, the Recommendation opened new possibilities and

stimulated individuals who had previously been unaware of UNESCO's

programme to become interested in education for international

understanding.



The International Congress on the Teaching of Human Rights,

convened in Vienna in 1978 to celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the

Universal Declaration of human rights gave further definition to the

topic. Its final Document includes the following guidelines:

Human Rights education and teaching must aim at

Fostering the attitudes of tolerance, respect and solidarity
inherent in human rights;

(ii) Providing knowledge about human rights, in both their
national and international dimensions, and the institutions
established for their implementation;

(iii) Developing the individual's awareness of the ways and
means by which human rights can be translated into social
and political reality at both the national and the
international levels?

UNESCO has implemented this with a Seven-Year Plan for the Development of

Human Rights Teaching, which suggests a series of tasks to be

accomplished by a variety of organizations in addition to UNESCO,

--National Commissions, Member States, Non-Governmental Organizations,

Regional Organizations, the United Nations University. In the last

decade, many outstanding concrete steps have been taken in teaching to

enhance respect for human rights.

Human Rights Education in the Member States of UNESCO

In some form human rights are part of the curriculum in all the

Member States of UESCO, with greater or less emphasis placed upon them.

Often this topic is included in educational for national citizenship.

Moving beyond the national definitions of human rights to consider

international human rights is something teachers may approach with

uncertainty. Some educators may feel that the subject requires

technical competence in law or political science. Familiarity with the

UNESCO Recommendation has already begun to change this perception. It

is hoped that this chapter will further reduce the legal aura which
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surrounds human rights and will suggest concrete ways by which all

teachers can incorporate its content and spirit into their teaching.

This chapter was prepared from materials and conceptions common to

several Member States of UNESCO (particularly Canada, the Federal

Republic of Germany, the Nordic Countries, the UK and the USA). Tt is

hoped that teachers in many areas of the world will be able to adapt

these methods to teach about the rights which have been agreed upon in

the international community and exemplified in the International Bill of

Rights -- The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) and the two

Covenants. There are, of course, specific needs in different countries

also. The last decades have seen new institutions to deal with human

rights in some nations (Provincial Human Rights Commissions in Canada,

for example); have found special attention given to human rights policy

in others (the United States, for example); and have seen legislative

mandates for human rights education in others (Finland and the Federal

Republic of Germany, for example). In spite of some diversity, there is

also a consensus about human rights expressed in the Universal

Declaration which transcends national differences. The idea that a

sense of dignity and certain specific rights belong to the individual by

virtue of membership in the human species is one which people all over

the world feel very strongly about. Neither social class, nor gender

nor nationality change the basic desire of individuals for survival and

for dignity. the universality of human needs becomes concrete in the

universality of the quest for human dignity. This has been recognized

in codifications of human rights (including the UN documents) which

shape the relations between individuals and their governments and

between the governments of different nations.



The Content of Human Rights Education

"Human rights and fundamental freedoms," declares paragraph 1 (c)

of the 1974 Recommendation are ^those defined in the United Nations

Charater, the Universal Declaration of Human lights, and the

International Covenants on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and on

Civil and Political Rights." The Charter is the constitution or the UN;

it is also a multilateral treaty to which all the Member States are

parties. As a treaty the Charter sets out the rights and obligations of

the nations which are members. The preamble and seven of the eleven

articles of the UN Charter deal with human rights. Article 55 imposes

upon the UN the obligation to promote "universal respect for, and

observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without

distinction as race, sex, language or religion." The Member States

"pledge thr'sr:Ives" in Article 56, "to take joint and separate action in

cooperation with the organization for the achievement of the purposes

set forth in Article 55."

However, just as there are individuals in all countries who fail to

live up to their legal obligations, there are also governments which

fail to live up to their treaty obligations. The UN human rights

provisions are of great importance, however, because the mere existence

of legal obligations tends to reduce illegal behaviour of governments as

well as individuals. Prior to 1945, when the UN Charter entered into

force, the human rights of the citizens of any nation were under

international law solely matters of concern within the nation.

The UN Charter was very specific in proclaiming non-discrimination

(with regard to race, sex, language or religion), but it did not specify

other human rights. The UN General Assembly moved to define those

rights by passing unanimously in 1948 the Universal Declaration of Human



Rights. Its first article is the most basic -- "all human being are

born free and equal in dignity and rights." These include civil and

political rights (the right to "life, liberty and security of person";

the prohibition of slavery, of torture and "cruel inhuman or degrading

treatment"; the right not to be subjected to arbitrary arrest; the right

to a fair trial; the right to own property). It proclaims freedom of

speech, religion and assembly as well as the right to freedom of

movement. Important among these political rights is the individual's

right "to take part in the government of his country, directly or

through chosen representatives".

The economic, social and cultural rights proclaimed in the

Declaration have their starting point in Article 22:

Everyone, as a member of society...is entitled to realization
through national effort and international cooperation and in accordance
with the organization and resources of each State, of the economic,
socialband cultural'rights indispensible for his dignity and
the free development of his personality.

The Declaration proclaims, for example, that everyone has the right "to

a standarC of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself

and his family."

Over the years there has been considerable debate about the legal

force of the Universal Declaration. The prevailing view at present is

that it is an authoritative definition by the Member States of the

United Nations of the human rights and fundamental freedoms referred to

by the Charter, which they are under clear legal obligation to promote.

Many governments tioughout the world have proclaimed that the rights in

the Universal Declaration are fundamental and inalienable -- giving it

symbolic as well as legal significance. People around the world have

increasingly come to believe that governments have a legal obligation to

respect the human rights proclaimed in the Universal Declaration. Since



the political pressure that domestic and world public opinion generates

is often the only way to prevent large scale violations of hilman rights,

it is of great significance that millions of individuals in all parts ri

the world believe tnat the Universal Declaration proclaims their rights

and that their governments have pledged to respect them.

The Covenant on'Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the

Covenant on Political and Civil Rights were formally adopted by the UN

General Assembly in 1966 and entered into force when the required thirty

five states ratified them as treaties (in 1976). The Covenants

transformed the principles in the Universal Declaration into binding

treaty obligations and established an international machinery to

supervise and enforce their application. A country which becomes a

party to the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights is under an

immediate legal obligation to comply with it. This is not the case with

the Covenant on Economic,Social and Cultural Rights, which requires the

country "to take steps...to the maximum of its available resources, with

a view to achieving progressively the full realizations of these

rights".

There are other important UN documents too: The Genocide

Convention, the International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms

of Racial Discrimination, the UNESCO Convention and Recommendation

against Discrimination in Education, the Declaration of the Right:: of

the Child. The Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination Against

Women. However, the Universal Declaration is at the core of these

definitions of rights, and it is that document (at the very least) which

every individual should be aware of.

What the UNESCO Recommendation proposes as a standard is more than

awareness of the existence of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights



and the two Covenants. It is more even than the rote memorization of

their provisions. It is rather that respect for human rights' be the

basis of action of all individuals in the world, whether leaders of

governments or ordinary citizens. The rev'ew of methods in the

remainder of this chapter is intended to contribute to helping pupils

and teachers internalize the Universal Declaration rather than seeing it

as simply a set of high sounding phrases applying to someone else.

Objectives of Human Rights Education:

Within education it is important to articulate the objectives zf'

programs and activities rather than simply to provide the raw material

(which in this -ease is the Universal Declaration). Human rights have

been included for several years in lists of global problems put forth by

the Political Education Unit (University of York) the World Studies

Project (London) and the Institute for World Order (New York) -- to

mention only three. Developing a set of objectives which all deal

specifically with human rights has been a somewhat more recent endeavor.

The Wingspread Conference which included educators rom the U.S., the

Federal Republic of Germany, Finland and Canada in 1978 phrac d the

objectives of human rights education as follows:

First, to make students aware of the universal yearning for
human rights as part of a sense of human commuility.

Second, to transmit to students basic knowledge concerning
international instruments to protect human rights and their
associated institutions.

Third, to give students experience in thinking oritically about
these issues and their applicaticn in particular cases of the
denial of human rights.

Fourth, to encourage a concern or empathy for those who have
experienced violation of their rights.3

Heater provides a somewhat longer list of educational objectives
(but one which is substantively similar):

1- Knowledge of the major "signposts" in the historical development



of human rights.

2. Knowledge of the range of contemporary declarations, conventions,
and convenants.

3. Knowledge of some major infringements of human rights.

4. Understanding of the distinctions between political/legal and
social/economic rights.

5. Understanding of the tasic conceptions oT human rights
(including also discrimination, equality, etc.)

6. Understanding the relationship between individual, group,
and national rights.

7. Appreciation-of one's own prejudices and the development of
tolerance.

8. Appreciation of the rights of others.

9. Sympathy for those who are denied rights.

10. Intellectual skills for collecting and analyzing information

11. Action skills4

Either or both of these sets of objectives might guide the development

of an entire curriculum in human rights. The presentation of methods

and materials which follows will incorporate and elaborate many of them.

Pedagogical Principles Guiding Human Rights Education:

Those who are interested in human rights education have both

opportunities and challenges facing them. The teacher who becomes

attuned to and familiar with these issues may find that by using the

concept of human rights it is possible to organize and relate a variety

of problems which otherwise seem disparate and lacking in connection.

Dinsdale5refers to the importance of having teachers "think human

rights..." She means that they should become so familiar with the basic

documents that the concept becomes an organizing focus. A teacher in a

workshop recently phrased it this way, "I've seen how to reorient the

whole curriculum around human rights. It's like a camera; all kinds of

10



things come into focus." She continued to note that hunger is a problem

of social and economic rights, while guest workers or refugees

illustrate a variety of other rights issues.

Having teachers "think human rights" means making them sensitive to

situations in their own classrooms or sections in their own textbooks

which are apropriate'plces to bring up this topic. In a workshop

sponsored by the National commission for UNESCO of the Federal Republic

of Germany and the Centre for Political Education (Bonn) a group of ten

individuals from ten different nations --including representatives of

human rights commissions, education ministries, teacher training

institutions, and a number of highly skilled classroom teachers --

became so deeply immersed in the Universal Declaration that they were

literally generating classroom situations and activities by progressing

through the Articles in the Universal Declaration one by one. It was

clear to them that the way teachers handled everyday disagreements,

interpersonal problems, and divergent ideas were powerful human rights

lessons. Because of these links, at several placees in this chapter

suggestions of specific actions which could be taken by a Teacher

Sensitive to Human Rights will be highlighted.

Heated5also notes some of the challenges in relating everyday

classroom events to more profound cony,. . He is specific about ways

in which the teacher can help yourw people .nderstand that in expressing

certain views they are dealing fundamental rights issues.

"That's not fair!" Justice
"He'n/she's your favorit(_, Equality
"You're always picking on me!" Discrimination
"Why can't I stay up late?" Freedom to...
"Why do I have to visit those

relatives?" Freedom from...
"We want to choose our own team/

class captain." Self determination

1.
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Heater also notes a challenge in teaching about rights. It is the young

person's tendency to see this issue (as all issues) in a concrete and

personalized fashion. Therefore, in the context of human rights

teaching, "free" does not mean without payment, and "equal" does not

mean numerically balanced.7 Perhaps more important, it is essential that

reciprocity in definitions of rights be appreciated by young people:

Rights are not intended to be interpreted in a selfish sense.
There is a difference between freedom and licence, between
economic rights and need. Rights carry responsibilities....
Young adolescents especially think in egocentric terms. It would
be most unfortunate if an early impression were acquired that
rights are What "1" or "my country" must claim and exercise.8

Recognition of one's stereotypes and prejudices and the ability to see

others' points of view are essential to avoid these pitfalls.

Materials and Methods - Introduction:

Suggestions regarding specific materials and methods will be

reviewed under three general categories: first, basic ideas about the

universality of human rights, specifics concerning the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights, and techniques potentially useful for

several different categories of rights; second, the organizations and

institutions (both inter-governmental and non-governmental) which '.cal

with the promotion of human rights and their procedures; third, ba:-;i?.

problems in the denial of human rights (the relation between individual

and state, discrimination, and refugees).

After a brief introduction to each area, .specific activities will

be described. In each case particular note will be made of what the

Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights could do to make the activity of

greatest usefulness.

Because research has indicated the importance of the years before

adolescence in human rights education, an attempt has been made to
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include activities suitable for that level of schocling. See review of

research on the developmental importance of this period.9 In*cases where

an activity is probably suitable only for advanced students, that will

be noted.

The majority of activities are more suitable for classrooms where

teachers are used to,engaging in open discussions with their students.

This follows the Recommendation's stress on an active and participatory

approach. Many of the activities could also be adapted by resourceful

teachers for use in more structured situations, however.

Materials and Methods - Basic Human Rights Concepts:

The most banic concepts connected with human rights, those which

undergird all educat efforts and which must be dealt with early in

any course of study, include the following:

First, the universality of yearning for banic rights..
Second, the unique ihportance of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and the Covehoutnal expressiona of a world wide
consensus about human rights.
Third, the breadth and sp;2eific content or the Universal
Declaration.

In Activity 1 studentn are :Inked to focus on the distinction between

humans and non - humane. Ono way to begin thin dincunnion would be to

pren,mi; a folk tale cueh an "What in a Human Being" (a Yoruba talo

rr-winted in Learning for Change in World :society) or a book entitled

You Are_a_Human 13e1nE (publinhed by the Council of Filluir!' ir 'ieveral

I anguages). In leading the di:lc:tin:don the Teacher :iennitive

to Human IiIghtn will eneourage the ntudentn to think about both need!!

which are Gommon to animal!! and humann (rood, nurvIval) and thone whieh

;Ire dliThrent (need to expreas opinionn, need for arrection and

privacy). ACtr the atudentn reeognlze then! odn, it In Important to

move to a disel..:,n1(,,I or the rightn whieh are related - right to ;In
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adequate standard of living, freedom of association, right to privacy,

right to a fair trial. The students can then be introduced to the

Universal Declaration where these rights (and others) are er -at^d.

Folk tales can also be used to compare concepts of just_ ight

and fairness in different sac:lc:Lien. (See Law Around the World issue of

Update, folk tale entitled The Onion and the Rose) In leading this

discussion, the Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights will move yond the

comparison of differences between the society pictured in the folk tale

and the child's own country to consider thr2 similarities an

universalities which also exist.10

In Activity 2 students are asked to imagine that a new planet

has been discovered which is substantially the same in environment as

the area of the world in which they live but which is uninhabited.

Pupils are to assume thatthey are part of a small colony of humans from

several different nations on earth who are to colonize this planet.

What arc the basic needs which would have to be met or recognized by any

government there? What basic guar .Lees of human rghts would the

colonizers want or need? The Teacher :.H.nsitive to Human Rights would

then introduce the Universal Declaration (either in full or in an

abridged form with the articles grouped into categories). The

discussion questions might include the following: What rights appear in

the Declaration which the students did not list for the new planet? Is

there some reason they were left out? Are there any rights which the

students listed which are not in the Declaration? Are: they there In

another form? Can the students think of ways to insure respect for

these right on a planet-wide basin? 1

In iletiyi,ty pupils are asked to consider untversallties or

culturo. An oxamplo nultablo for young ohildron rocu:Inon on lullahlon

1 ,;
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(see Lullabies Link People by M. Branson). This lesson points out the

universality with which parents sing their children to sleep; intending

that pupils will understand the biological and psychological needs

common to all humans. Pupils hear and sing lullabies from several

different cultures (Russian, Japanese, and Flemish/Dutch in this

lesson); describe their own experiences in being cared for and caring

for others; and finally compose a simple lullabye using what they have

identified as lulling words from languages other than their own. With

slightly older children one might introduce either the Declaration of

the Rights of the Child or the Universal Declaration. The Teacher

Sensitive to Human Rights will be sure that the link between needs and

rights is made (at a level appropriate to the child's understanding).12

In Activity 4 pupils are asked to make groupings of rights to

make it easierto understand and remember the content of the Universal

Declaration. Otherwise the Declaration may be perceived as a long list

of unrelated statements. The book, Your Life, My Life, suggest gr. ping

rights as follows (and provides photographic illustrations of each

category): freedom form fear of violence and war; freedom from want;

freedom to live and do what one wants (providing it does not deny

freedom to others); freedom to express one's ideas; freedom of religion.

It would be possible to use this categorization (or alternatively,

one based on civil/political and social/economic/cultural) in several

ways. Students might be asked to list Articles under columns headed

with these categories and then discuss the Articles which were difLeult

to classify. Students may be asked to remember situations where they

felt especially free to express their ideas; they might also be asked to

think of situations they have known or read about where people did not

have thin freedom. Another possibility is to ask students to search

r-
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newspapers for examples of rights protection or violation illustrating

each of the categories. The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights will call

students' attention to current events illustrating these rights in the

weeks following the completion of this activity of categorization.

A New York State Education Department Project Guide suggests that

students make a paper chain of thirty links, writing an Article of the

Universal Declaration on each. Every day that a newspaper clipping is

brought which illustrates a human rights violation relating to that

Article, the article is hung with string or a clip from that link of the

chain. 13

In Activity 5 students are asked to study the provisions of the

Universal Declaration and to consider the meaning of actions sanctioned

in some cultures in light of these provisions. Kehoe describes two

methods which he compared. In the first approach teachers led

discussion of cases related to the Universal Declaration to make pupils

aware of its provisions and their application to specific cases of

cultural practices which might be thought to be contraventions.

Students were asked to consider what the consequences would be for

society if everyone engaged in the behavior described. In a second

approach, the student did not stay in a single discussion group but

moved from one area of the room to another. At each "learning station"

an Article from the Universal Declaration was written at the top of a

large sheet of paper. A large envelope was attached to the paper

containing newspaper stories describing contraventions of the Article.

Groups of three or four students went from station and discussed the

Article, and also wrote their reactions.

Kehoe evaluated the effectiveness of these two approaches

(something which few authors do). He noted that the second group scored
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higher on a measure of knowledge of international law related to human

rights. This work suggests that the Teacher Sensitive to Hutan Rights

has at least one method which has some proven effectiveness. 14

Activity 6 is more than a single activity. It is the suggestion

that over a long period of time life in the classroom be used to provide

instances of individuals claiming their rights and instances of

conflicts between rights. Some ways to use classroom situations and

student comments have already been suggested in the table derived from

Heater's work. In real life it is not always possible for every

individual to claim his or her rights without running into a conflict of

rights with someone else. In fact, a full unuerstanding of human rights

means understanding their complexity and reciprocity. Teachers can

accustom students to looking at conflicts of rihts in their on

classrooms. For example, Article 19 of the Universal Declaration

("everyone shall have the right to freedom of opinion and expression")

may come into conflict with Article 1 ("the right to he equal. in oignity

and rights,") when one student speaks rumours about another student.

Similarly, a pupil may claim a right to privacy (Article 12)) in not

divulging plans of a group to conduct vandalism which violates the

rights of the classroom group to "security of person." (Article 3).

The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights will point to conflicts of

rights, label and discuss them as human rights issues, and then

generalize discussions to issues outnide the school (in community, the

tion, or the world) . Figure 2 illustraten thin progrennion. Conrliet

between right to expression and right to might he illustrated by

incitunents to prejudice appearing on television, The Teacher :;rif;ttLy

to Human Highto will recognize that them! are situations without simple

answers. individuals and governmentn need to understand baste human
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rghts principles more fully.15

Activity 7 consists of a series of suggestions regarding classroom

atmosphere. They are taken from an article by Robin Richardson

entitled, Life Cycle of a Course of Study on. Human Rights -- for twelve

to sixteen year olds. The first phase of this course is to establish a

secure, supportive, .open and challenging climate in the classroom. The

eight tasks related to establishing . *' .s climate are quoted here at some

length because they may be helpful in conjunction w.,th a number of the

Activities listed in this chapter.

1. Establishing and valuing the imowledge and opinions which
students already have -- about fairness, law, freedom, other countries,
authority.

2. Getting to trust and respect ethers feel confidence that
by expressing opinion they will not feel fodish.

3. Getting a sense of initial self confidence through the
successful completion of simple tasks -- listing questions which

ma series of photographs raise, making a poster illustrating
part of the Universal Declaration.

4. Adopting a problemcentered and action oriented approach
to the subject area by focussing on "problems to be solved or
managed" as distinct from "problems which overwhelm us."

5. Taking a measure of responsibility for designing and managing
the rest of the course with accountability to each other and the
teacher. 66

In the next phase of the course it is suggested that students une

parables, fables, simulations, case studies, and original documents. in

the third phase, synthesis and genr;r1 piano for action are to he worked

out and reflected upon. Thin net of nuggentionn concerning clannroom

climate in a tremendou3 resource for the Teacher 2ensittve to Human

Hight3.

In Activity...8_ it in explicitly recognized that the banic nature or

human rights may best and uniquely be commuWated through varlow;

lJ
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artistic media.

Using literature adapted to the level of class, the Teacher

Sensitive to Human Rights can assign stories or short novels and ask

students to identify hliman needs and human rights themes.

Using works of art students can identify themes concerning human

rights and oppression in the historical period in which the artist

painted. (see UNESCO Courier article on the paintings of Coya).17

Films from different nations can provide powerful and moving

illustrations of violations of rights. Sometimes these are shown on

television, ;Ind teachers can alert students to them and discuss them in

class afterwards. The Strasbourg institute of Human Rights is the

parent film festival on human rights themes. Such festivals have also

been held recently in some U.S. cities. Over a month's period one film

theatre showed a variety of productions from different nations.

Discussions followed the films, in some cases with the director present.

In Activity 9 it is recognized that any course in social or

political history or in civic education has within it many places where

the topic of human rights can be considered. For example, the entire

course of study for the province of Alberta in Canada for the tenth

grade suggests that students consider human rights and raises questions

such as the following: Should governments guarantee social order in

preference to individual human rights? Pmong the objectives for skills

are the following:

Formulate research questions for cane studios of the Cleman of
social control Va. individual freedom in Canadian history.

Analyze val.uen inherent in alternatile solutions to historical
human rights dilemmas.

Create a plan (with others) to resolve a human rights iS3110
bared on a specific value, e.g. equal rcnpeet for all persons,
Individual. freedom, social welfare.18
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The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights can bring these perspectives to

bear on a variety of topics in the study of history and civic education.

At whatever point in the curriculum a study of the nation's

constitution is proposed, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights can

be presented as a framework in which the national constitution can be

considered. The portions of the constitutions of other nations whion

deal with rights can be examined. Students may be asked to meet in

small groups and arrive at a definition of human rights based on the

material in their own constitution, those of other nations, and the

Universal Declaration. It is important that the Teacher Sensitive to

Human Rights suggests the study of the Universal Declaration at the time

of the first detailed introduction to the national constitution. That

is because some research has suggested that the sequencing of this

material is important. The constitution which is studied first serves

( basis for organizing students' ideas about other constitutions.

It ay be of particular interest to students in countries where

constitutions e developed and ratified many years ago to also study

those o: "-c r-'1,'ans, which were in some cases actually modeled on the

Universal DeclaratiOn.

In Activity 10 students are given a glossary of words relating to

rights -- propaganda, asylum, slavery, culture, opinion, tyranny -- to

mention only a few. They are asked to look up these words in a

dictionary and to decide whether the meaning there is adquate to

understand its meaning in the context of the Universal Declaration or

the national constitution of their own or other countries. They are

asked in what sense the context in which the word is used or the culture

in which it is interpreted may lead to a differing meaning. Students

may then be asked to use the definitions and synonyms they have found to

2u
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translate portions of the Universal Declaration into language which is

simpler and easier for them to understand 19

The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights will use this exercise along

with others having a more active approach.

In Activity_11 students are asked to focus on the Declaration of

the Rights of the Child. There is a film entitled, What Rights Has a

Child?, which illustrates the rights in that Declaration using children

from many countries. The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights will ask

students which scenes strike them as memorable; she will ask older

students to compare the Declaration of the Rights of the Child to the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights and to suggest why there are

differences between them. (See may also want to note the Universal

Declaration has greater status in international law.) She might ask

pupils to make posters or drawings illustrating these rights or ask when

they have been fearful for themselves about some of these rights.20

In Activity 12 pupils are asked to generate several solutions

to situations, to guard against black and white views of human rights.

(The activity is derived from Peacemaking by B. Stanford):

Check the choice you would make if you were forced to choose
between two alternatives. Then try to think of a third
alternative that would be more acceptable.

A majority in your country have voted to outlaw your
religion. You have tried all kinds of peaceful protests.
Would you

fight to keep your religion
give up your religion to keep the peace

Third alternative:

You live in a country where st; cation occurs frequently.
You and your family are nomads, and your government wants
you to settle down and become farmers so you will not
be In as much danger of starvation. Some people object,
however, claiming that the government's policy will destroy
your freedom.
Would you

choose economic security with some loss of freedom



choose freedom of movement with the threat
of starvation

21
Third alternative:

The Teacher Sensitive to Hum Rights will understand the difficulty

students have in seeing the point of view of .someone who

lives differently than they (who has an unpopular religion or who is

a nomad). Many will also have difficulty in thinking of alternatives

because they perceive every issue as having only one right answer or

solution.

In Activity 13 students are asked to project a future in which no

more than twenty percent of the world's population would experience any

deprivation of needs or rights. A global institution with responsibility

for this would have been established and generously supported by the

governments of the world. They are to imagine that this Assembly of the

Human Community would be operational. and successful about bne hundred

years from now. The students are then to look backwards from the

year 2085 to consider how it would be possible to achieve this goal

in each of the major areas of human rights. What events, what technological

developments, what political changes would be necessary to establish

such a success story? What difficulties would have to be overcome?

How would establishing nearly universal protection of some human rights

influence others? When in the process of looking backwards students

reach their own life span (the next 40 years), ask what events they

might expect to participate in to set this process in motion. What

events might other countriees have to undertake? The Teacher Sensitive

to Human Rignts will help students focus on possible and preferred scenarios

for the future and link their own actions to them. (Exercise adapted

from D. Reardon, Developing a Transition Strategy). 22
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Materials and Methods: Organizatiors and Procedures Which Protect Human Rights:

Closely related to documents, such as the Universal Declaration,

which lay out the human rights obligations of goverments, are the

organizations which work to enhance the realities of protection for

individuals. These include international organizations composed of

governments (such asthe UN and its specialized agencies), regional organizations

(such as the Organization of American States) and international non-

governmental organizations. Too often these organizations are studied

only as structures with details which bore many students, however.

In Activity 14 students are asked to participate in a simulation of a

meeting of the-UN Commission on Human Rights. This kind of activity

can make the procedures for dealing with claims of human rights

violations concrete to students. In this simulation (adapted from an

outline available from the United Nations Association of the USA)

each individual is assigned to play a member of the delegation of a

specific country (among the nine suggested in the outline are Costa

Rica, Egypt, Nigeria, the U.S., but any set of ten or twelve countries

could be used). It is preferable if each country is represented

by more than one individual. The sheet passed out to students gives

a brief description of the human rights history and policy of the

country. This is best supplemented by some study of background material

by the students about the country they are to represent. The scene

is set as follows:

Recent sessions of the UN Commission on Human Rights have
usually been dominated by discussion of specific human
rights violations. In this exercise, these issues serve
only as background to the fundamental question of the
most effective actions for the UN to take in human rights.
Two items are on the agenda of the'Commission, to which
you are a delegate:

Item 1: Should UN development assistance programmes be

2
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conditional on adherence to human rights by recipient
nations.

Item 2: Should the procedures of the UN Human Rights
Commission be changed to provide for full public
disclosure of all reports and deliberations the
of the Commission and its subsidiary bodies?"

The student delegates are instructed to conduct themselves with

the decorum expected of those at international meetings by respecting

the rights of other governments to state their positions and by substituting

negotiation for ( fortation whenever possible,

The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights will be alert to a time

when students are well enough informed about human rights to engage in

this exercise Tesponsibly and will be certain that they have access

to necessary information abc,ut the countries they represent so that

human rights positions o!' ,Lher nations are not stereotyped.

In Activity 15 students participate in another role playing

exercise. This time they are dealing with the filing by individuals

of complaints of alleged human rights violations with international

organizations (such as UNE3C0). The experimental Florida International

University Materials include this activity. It has the following objectives:

Awareness that UNESCO is one of a number of organizations which has instituted

procedures by which individuals can file complaints dealing with what

they believe to be violations of their right to an education, right

to share in scientific advancement, right to participate freely in

cultural life, and right to information (including freedom of opinion

and expression). Students are then given the UNESCO complaint procedures,

material illustrating these rights, and a description of an alleged

violation. They fill out the complaint form (Figurel ) with information

such as name; whether one is the victim or someone with knowledge of

the situation; the human rights allegedly violated (referring to specific

2'



Figure 1

Form for Communications Concerning
Human Rights to be Submitted to Unesco

1. Information concerning the author of the communication

Name Nationality Profession

Date and place of birth 'Present address:

Present address:

22a

Indicate in what capacity you are acting:

Victim of violation or violations described below

representative of the victim or v5 ims of the violation described below

person, group of persons or non-governmental organization with reliable

knowledge of the violation or violations described below

2. Information concerning the victim or victims (if author is the victim,
gc5 directly to part 3)

Name of victim Nationality

Profession Date and place of birth

Present address or whereabouts

3. Information concerning the alleged facts

Nara of the country considered by the author to be responsible for alleged

viol&tion

Hunvhi rights allegedly violated (refer if possible, to the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, the International Covenant of Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights, and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights)

Connection between the alleged violation and education, science, culture or

information:

Facts of the claim

4. Information concerning means of redress used

What steps have been taken to exhaust domestic remedies (recourse to the courts
or other public authorities), by whom, and with what results?

Has the same matter been submitted to another international authority concerned

with protection of human rights? If so, when and with what results?
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Articles of the Univelzil Declaration or the Covenants); connection

between the alleged violation and education, science, culture or

information; information about domestic courts consulted, and so on).

Students are then assigned to play roles as a person or persons compl7ining

of a violation and members of the Committee (repres -7,ing a number

of UNESCO Member States) whose task is to examine the complaint,

determine the issue and the facts, and decide what action should be

taken.

After finishing the actual role playing exercise, students are

asked to consider questions such as the following:

Why are rights such as these important?

Why might some governmerts make laws which violel these
right-3 for some or al] of their citizens?

In 'Alat cc, ;)i.r,op, complain concerning rights
viulkrb.ns in their own countries?

The Teacher Sensitive t :uman frights will use this exercise to

increase student empachy for those whose rights are violated as well

as teaching students about international organizations which have

procedures by which individuals can complain of violations.24

Activity 16 helps students become familiar with the fact that

in addition to UN agencies, there are also many non-governmental

organizations which are active in this field. Students mtght begin

by listing NGO's which they know to be active and inquire about

the groups of kinds of violations with which they are especially concerned.

One organization with which students may be familiar is Amnesty

International. Amnestylnternational is an independent organization

which works for the release of men and women imprisoned anywhere

because of their beliefs, ethnic origin, sex, or religion, provided that

they have neither used nor advocated violence. Amnesty advocates early
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and fair trials for all polit' prisoners; it works through prsouer

adoption groups in 35 countries to aid ildividual prisoners (.always

chosen from countries other than that ot , adoption group). Amnesty

is not likely to take action in Atirltions such as. hat illustrated in

this cartoon (FiFure ) . But many of its actions have been very

effective in mobilizing public opi.W.on resulting in the freeing of

pr'itieal prisoners. Students' attention might be drawn to questions

su2h as the following: How is Amnesty organized? Why is it their

principle that no one can be a. member of a group dealing with n political

prisoner in their own nation? The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights

will use the activities of Amnesty and other NGO's to help students generalize

about the ways in which non-governmental organizations can make a difference in

the way people are treated by governments.25

Activity 17 is most suitable for secondary 't..udents studying the role of

public opinion in forming human rights policy. Students are askew

get together in small groups and make up a sct of opinion questions.

For example, M. Branson suggests questions like the following:

Our country should allow prisoners of conscience to take
refuge in this country.

Our country should not act alone in supporting human rights;
it should act only through international organizations like
the U.N.

Improving the human rights of people in other eountries should
be the most important aim of our nation's foreign policy.

The questions are then put into one questionnaire (eliminating

duplicates). Each member of the class answers the questions by

indicating whether he or she agrees, disagrees, or has no opinion on

each statement. The papers are collected; the number of each question

is written on the chalk board; and the number of students who have
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Figure 2

-)4a

No, John, I don't think Amnesty
International will answer you complaint
that too much homework violates your rights,

26
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chosen each opinion is recorded. Then the class discusses these

opinionn.

On which questions do the large majority of the class either agree
or disagree? How are these questions alike?

On which questions do a large number of the class have no
opinion? How are these questions alike?

The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights will ask students to consider how

the opinions of adults on questions like these can influence a country's

human rights policy and the actions of other governments. A similar

technique could be used for the study of refugees' problems with

students asked to construct questions on immigration and refugee policy .26

Materials and Methods:. Specific Situations and Ways in Which Human
Rights are Violated.

One does not wish to focus student attention exclusively upon

violations of human rights. However, there are a number of patterns

of specific violations of which students should be aware. These

relate to the power of the state over the individual, the problem of

discrimination (a human rights theme even in the UN Charter), and

refugees (individuals who are frequently d..Jprived of many human rights).

There are two important principles in dealing with violations.

The first is the students should have a firm understanding of the

universality ofhuman rights and organizations which protect human

rights before they consider violations in a concentrated way. Of

equal importance is the fostering in the student of an ability to look

at these problems from several points of 174. to understand that

no single individual's perspective can fu epresent the situation.

The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights will be careful to avoid

stereotyping the problems or the positions.
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Prot. in the Relation of the Individual to the State: For the

purpose of maintaining order, regulating business and controlling

criminal behavior, all governments assume some power over their

citizens. Violations of human rights frequently result when the ',tate

does not exercise this power with legitimacy -- when it takes an

authoritarian stand and deprives people of internationally recognized

rights. The worst example of this is torture. The right not to be

physically abused is one of the most basic detailed in the Universal

Declaration. Yet there are still dictatorships which believe that

national security will suffer if some individual is allowed to remain

free. Many people believe that the right not to be tortured for holding

or expressing political beliefs is a right which should never be taken

away.

In Activity 18 students will be asked to consider what legitimate

power of a government over an individual means.

What does a governmen't base its definition national security
upon?

What should happen in the case of a national emergency --
a war with another country or individuals within the society
attempting to overthrow the government?

Are there cases where limits ought to be placed upon freedom
of expression of opinion?

Students might be asked to relate problems of national
security to disarmament and human rights.

How is a government which uses force against its own citizens
likely to treat other nations?

How can trust which has been built up between a government
and its citizens be generalized to make processes of genuine
disarmament more likely?

Clearly this set of questions is much more suitable for advanced than

for beginning students and requires some research into alternative ways

of defining national security. The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights

30
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will be alert to situations reported in the newspape:1 which would make

this topic more concrete.27

In Activity 19 students are asked to role play a situation in which a

family living in a country which has become a dictatorship wishes to

escape to a neighboring country. (Sec Swedish curriculum guide where

this is more fully explained.) Students play the family which is

exercising their right to leave their own country, friends who help

them, guards, police, and the like. After the exercise students are

asked to discuss their feelings as they attempted to empathize with the

fleeing family. The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights will be sure to

prepare studens for this exercise by having them study the provisions of

the Universal Declaration applying in this situation.2 8

In Activity 20 students become familiar with the literature of

protest which sometimes results when a government is particularly

repressive of individuals rights. An analysis of this literature or

contemporary songs can make students sensitive to the existence of

repression or discrimination. (See the Florida International University

project.) Students are given the lyrics of a song of protest which has

become popular very rapidly. The groups which has written and recorded

it is described. Students are asked to analyze what the song tells them

about the relation between people and government in that nation; what

the rock group hopes to accomplish by recording and distributing the

song; why the government wishes to ban the playing of the song; how

songs have served during history as powerful ways of mobilizing

political groups; how they would feel if the government of their country

banned a particular group or song. The Teacher Sensitive to Human

Rights may ask each student to compose a protest song or poem and bring

it to class for others to discuss (or sing). 29

31
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In Activity 21 younger children may be encouraged to begin a

discussion of abuses of power by considering a situation occurring on

the playground -- the class bully. Such an individual contributes to

his own sense of power by violating the rights of others. He has seized

this power without the consent of those he treats badly; h.;. by doing

what he says rather than getting together with others, pupils allow him

to continue to exercise this power in an illegitimate way. Pupils may

be asked to discuss why individuals become bullies, and then to consider

this in the context of wider social groups. (See Your Life, My Life.)

They may also consider the legitimate authorities which have power over

them. The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights will move the discussion

from the playground and classroom to the local, national, or world

situation. 30

The Problem of Discrimination: There has been an explosion of

new materials on discrimination during the past few years. At the heart

of the study of various behavioUrs reflecting discrimination is the

student's realization that it can be based on a variety of

characteristics. Most common are discrimination against racial,

religious or ethnic groups and discrimination against women. As part of

this background, students need to understand the distinction between

terms like inequality, prejudice, discrimination,oppression. They need

to realize that it is a global problem, existing in some form in every

country. They should also understand that world opinion is especially

strong against discrimination which is written into the laws or becomes

the accepted policy of a government. It is difficult enough to abolish

discrimination on an individual level by helping people overcome

personal prejudice. When discrimination against a racial, ethnic,

religious, or language group becomes the law, individuals are constantly

3
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reinforced in their negative feeling:;.

In Activity 22 pupils are given experiences to help theR realize

what it would be like to be a member of a group which experiences

institutionalized discrimination against itself. These are suitable for

younger as well as older pupils. A game can be constructed and played

with a board, markers, and cards of different colors which indicate

the number of moves a given team is to make. Although students are not

aware of this at the beginning, the blue team always wins the game

because the blue cards give them longer moves. It would be impossible

for the pink, yellow, or green team to win without changing the rules.

Unlike most board games, everyone does not have an equal chance of

drawing a large move. This game can then be related to a series of

exercises in which students consider the concept of fairness and develop

their own definitions of it. (See Human Rights in a Global Age). It is

important for the Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights to follow this game

with a discussion relating ideas of fairness to discrimination in the

world --especially Apartheid. Copies of the rules which apply to

different groups in societies where discrimination is part of the laws

can be given to students. They can then discuss these laws in

connection with the definition of fairness and with agreed upon

standards, such as the Universal Declaration.

The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights will be sure that students

discuss different ways by which groups become the object of

discrimination in the local. national, or world setting.3I

In Activity 23 students are presented with various sources of data

to reinforce the idea that discrimination is a global problem. For

example, students can be given a Map Quest concerning facts about

discrimination against women. "In this nation 80% of the people who

3 3
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cannot read or write are women. it is located at such and such a

latitude and longitude. What nation is it?"

Reardon suggests that students be given a variety of tables

reporting, for example, lengths of criminal sentences for selected types

of crimes by race; levels of schooling completed by persons of a given

age by race; mean income levels by race. They are then asked to make

inferences about the existence of racism from these data.

A very valuable source of data on discrimination is provided by the

publications of the Minority Rights Group (with offices in both London

and New York). They publish a series of booklets each of which

describes a kind of discrimination (against racial, linguistic, or

religious groups) in a particular country or countries. Each booklet

begins with a quotation from the Universal Declaration, historical

background of the particular kind of discrimination, and the legal

status of it. Often suggestions are given for films and other readings.

These materials are most suitable for older students and may need

extensive interpretation. They are regarded by scholars from many parts

of the world as a balanced view of discrimination.

The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights will focus on the global

character of human rights without losing sight of discriminatory and

prejudiced behavior at home -- against racial groups, migrant workers,

those with minority religious beliefs.32

Activity 24 is based on two projects on the status and rights of

women conducted by students in Associated Schools in India.

Representative countries from each major world area were selected and an

interdisciplinary study program including themes relating to Jaws,

ownership, jobs, aspirations, and customs regulating the behaviour of

men and women was conducted. One group was taught the facts regarding

34
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the status of women and discrimination, while another used its own

initiative in gathering the information. Both approaches seemed to lead

to a clearer understanding of the status of women in other nations and

in their own.

The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights will try to be certain that

both boys and girls participate in projects on women's rights.33

In Activity 25 students make y specific study of Apartheid as an

example of a very serious form of legalized discrimination. Students

are divided into groups representing Black, White, and Coloured. the

extent to which Apartheid permeates the everyday activities, the laws,

and the attitudes in south Africa is illUstrated. Pupils then role play

some activities of children of these roups and are asked questions such

as the following: How wculd children who grew up under these conditions

develop? What would happen if your country suddenly adopted this set of

policies? The UNESCO publication, Children and Apartheid, and the UN

publication - Apartheid in Practice, can serve as resources for older

students and are essential for the teacher's information. The Teacher

Sensitive to Human Rights will ensure that students realize that for

those who live under Apartheid it is not a game but a dehumanizing

experience.

The Jordanhill materials also consider Apartheid extensively but

with somewhat less stress on the legal aspects of discrimination. The

graphics used there are excellent sources to begin discussion.
6

The Problem of Refugees: In some respects this is the most

challenging issue to tear', plight of refugees is

accelerating and illustrat.,:s other human rights problems -- failure

to provide for the most basic human needs, use of power by governments

35
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over individuals, discrimination (since many refugees are of minority

status). Pupils need to be helped to see refugees as more than

statistics and to develop as much empathy as possible. They should also

be encouraged to look at the policies of their own government with

respect to the treatment of those who seek refuge within their own

country. It is important that they reflect both on how they would feel

if they were refugees and on how they would feel if programmes provided

for refugees removed certain benefits from them. For example, what

would their feelings be if their school activities or sports were cut to

provide funds for language instruction for refugees? The Jordanhill

materials also, include an activity where' students are asked to consider

whether an immigrant to Scotland should have the right to vote and then

to consider the rights they or their family would want if they were

immigrants to another country.

In Activity 26 pupils are asked to reflect on the reasons that

people flee their countries. The process of empathy building may be

enhanced by asking students to imagine what it would be like to have to

leave one's home and belongings and to be separated from family members.

Your Life, My Life suggests that students write a descriptions of these

these feelings, make a poster regarding refugees problems, clip articles

from recent newspapers describing the plight of refugees.

'..!hat differences might one observe between those fleeing
political repression, natural disasters, inadequate provisions
for economic needs, or discrimination?

What rights in the Universal Declaration apply particularly to
to the problems of refugees (the right to leave one's
country; the right to art adequate standard of living)?

Which rights are most likely to be denied to refugees while
they are fleeing?

What does it mean to have the right to a name and nationality?
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What does the right to receive asylum or the right to leave
and return to one's country mean?

Whose responsibility is it to help refugees?

What groups help refugees in one's own community or nation?

What organizations serve refugees internationally?

An important further resource is a book published by the UN High

Commissioner for Refugees entitled the Refugee Child. The pictures and

descriptions of UN programs for refugees there can serve as a stimulus

for further discussions. A very moving set of refugee childrens'

pictures and comments-about their lives if to be found

in Kampuchean Chronicles(published by National Federation of UNESCO

Associations in Japan). Figure gives some excerpts of the sort which

might be used to begin discussions. The Teacher Sensitive to Human

Rights will stress the theme of the song -- "there but for fortune, go

you or I" -- to try to keep students from distancing them6elves too much

from these enormous problems.
35

In Activity 27 students focus on social, economic and cultural rights of

refugees. In some nations this may be easiest to do by actual field

work projects dealing directly with refugee problems. The model for' a

program such as this might be one which took place in a UNESCO

Associated School in India. Students went to a village in a rural area,

set up a camp, and studied life in the village. They drew up a list of

suggestions of ways in which they, adult groups, and various government

departments might help in combating problems such as adult illiteracy

and aid in the enrollment of children who had never previously attended

school. In other nations where field work is not possible, simulated

experiences of the deprivation of economic and social rights may be used

-- for example, the building of a mock refugee village such as that
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Figure 8

.
Kampuchean Children and Their Reflections

Van Rien

12 years

33a

1 can't recall any happy moment during the past five years. I really can't.

What do I think about my future ?

Lthink nothing about my future.

Nam Mao Ro

12 years

Yin Sina

12 years

Ngoc

13 years

I want to.be an artist. Or perhaps a mechanic, an auto mechanic. Or may be

become a fisherman. I like to catch fish too.

One day, when no one was watching, I caught some fish and brought it home.

We ate it quickly so no one would notice. The soldiers never found out.

That's the happiest memory I can recall.

We dug canals. We carried baskets loaded with mud and stones. We chopped

wood. No, we did not play or sing. That was not allowed.

I want to learn English. That will help me to make friends with foreigners.
like them because they help me. They also make me laugh. But sometimes

they make me cry to3. They say they will come back to meet me but.they
never do.

I wasn't there when it happened. My father had gone to look for wild vege-

tables for us to eat. It began to rain. Lightning struck him and he died.

Now, whenever it rains, I think of him. Rain makes me cry.

38
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described by Allahwerdi.
36

The Teacher Sensitive to Human Rights may wish to use certain of

the activities suggested for the study of discrimination or refugees to

apply to other human rights problems.
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